
 

 
 

 

HOUSTON ISD INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNOLOGY  –  “Where learning meets the future” 



Digital Content Integration 101, “Interoperability for Dummies” 
LTI, Common Cartridge, Single Sign-On (SSO) or Links. When to use which?  

I. Why integrate? 
Teachers and students have encountered significant challenges as K12 content providers deliver 
digital material each in their own LMS, CMS or platform. One of these challenges is that users 
sometimes have to remember upwards of twenty ID/Login sets. Another challenge is that any 
assignments, tests or activities done in these closed platforms also have all test results, 
submissions and user data inside that closed system. This means that teachers have to go to 
multiple platforms to find all the student grades and user data (frequency of use, length of time 
the material was used, grades, etc.) Sometimes, the district, teachers and students have 
difficulty getting the user data back for the purpose of differentiating or personalizing learning. 
 
By adopting digital content interoperability standards, Houston ISD is asking all publishers and 
content providers to deliver their digital instructional materials in ‘universal’ formats that will 
enable the content to open, function, and provide assessment results and user data within our 
district’s digital teaching and learning platform, known as “The Hub.” 
 
In addition to providing a simpler digital ecosystem for teachers and students, this strategy is in 
alignment with our district’s mandates to (1) personalize learning, and (2) to use data to drive 
effective instruction. Teachers, students and parents will have easier access to day-to-day 
student activities and performance data. This will greatly enhance our capacity to intervene in a 
timely fashion and benefit the learner by providing choice, options and greater flexibility. In 
addition, as the system matures and all features become functional, teachers, students and 
parents will be able to see where the learner needs additional help; they will be able to search 
for various sources of learning materials, and have input on the type of content or activities they 
will use to master standards. For more information on Open Standards best practices in K12 go 
to: http://www.imsglobal.org/articles/IMSLTI-CC-IdentityBestPracticesVer1.pdf 
 
II. What are the different types of integration? 

1. Common Cartridge Integration (CC): Generally speaking  Common Cartridge (CC) is 
advisable when materials are likely to include content, assignments, feedback, grades, 
quiz material, additional interactive resources, whiteboard files, e-Pubs and other 
material that may require data returning into the district’s LMS or Digital Teaching and 
Learning Platform (DTLP).  

a. In the Common Cartridge (CC) Integration, all content will be packaged and 
imported into The DTLP or LMS Library.  

b. CC provides specifications about: chunking of instructional material as discrete 
objects, media data, grade level, object type, (such as video , audio document 
type) rights by user level (such as teacher, student, administrator); content 
provider name, supporting metadata description of objects, alignment to 
standards, and expiration dates. 

c. Versioning: In the case of a need for full digital assets, the provider should create 
CC v1.3 cartridges.  
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i. CC Version 1.3  

1. Allows for more than one question bank 

2. Content resides in the DTLP/LMS library and is discoverable via 
automated “recommendations engines” to be used in conjunction 
with diagnostic assessments. 

ii. Warning: CC v. 1.0 does not support tagging to Curriculum Standards 

2. Thin Common Cartridge (TCC) – TCC content resides in the vendors’ servers and can be 
automatically (single-sign-on) recalled through the DTLP/LMS. A TCC integration format is 
sufficient in cases where the content needs to be accessed through single sign-on, and as 
discrete learning objects via key words or standards.  

Like CC, TCC materials also include content, assignments, feedback, grades, quiz material, 
additional interactive resources, whiteboard files, e-Pubs and other material that may 
require data returning into the district’s LMS or Digital Teaching and Learning Platform 
(DTLP).  

i. Advantages: In an LTI implementation, the content opens inside the 
DTLP/LMS via the single-sign on feature included in the LTI. LTI also 
provides the ability to do content searches aligned to standards without 
taxing the Library with large amounts of memory-taxing files. 

ii. Disadvantages: Content that does not reside in the LMS library is not 
available for automated recall by the recommendations engine. Teachers 
and students can still perform a search of content by Standard following 
diagnostic assessment results. 

Refer to Common Cartridge Conformance information: http://www.imsglobal.org/cc/primeronCCConformance.html 
 
 

3. LTI v. 1.2 – Bi-directional Integration: Validates user identification (Single-Sign On, or SSO), 
provides search capabilities by key words/standards and returns some user/usage data 
back to the DTLP/LMS. More commonly used for content apps that do not provide 
activities or assessments. This type of integration includes the return of usage data for 
analytical purposes. This is not the ideal integration type for instructional material that 
includes testing and interactive features. It is the best integration option for reference 
and research material. We consider it to be the ideal integration for products such as: 
NetTrekker, Discovery Education Streaming Content or Gizmos. The content does not 
reside in the LMS library, but is accessed through bi-directional LTI links. 

It is very important to indicate which version number of Learning Tools Interoperability the tool 
provider and the learning environment supports. These versions should be the same, to take full 
advantage of available functionality. Please refer to the conformance comparison table here: 
http://www.imsglobal.org/LTI/primeronLTIConformance.html 

The development effort to enable LTI integration is very small. In many cases, LTI has been 
enabled within days or even hours. The advantage for publishers is that the same LTI integration 
can be used for different LMS or platforms (such as: ItsLearning, Schoology, Canvas, Safari, etc.) 
This is an important detail when talking with publishers. 
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During our transition towards digital transformation and the ability to truly personalize instruction, 
Houston ISD is including the two solutions below as a temporary strategy. Our end goal is to have all 
digital learning resources fully integrated into our platform, so all materials are searchable, all activities 
are fully integrated, and we have access to all user assessment data and analytics. 
 

4. Single Sign On - Does not provide content integration, but it provides automatic access to 
the content, so teachers and students don’t have to sign to multiple platforms and 
remember different IDs and passwords. It can be used for 3rd party apps which are 
provided as a gifts, purchased by the states, or other entities.  

5. Links - Links to content, where content has not 
been integrated in any way have the added 
limitation that teachers and students must 
remember multiple sign-ins, and the user 
data/results remain on the publisher side 
forever. Districts typically design landing pages 
similar to the one below, for convenience.    

III. When to use which type of integration? 

Common Cartridge and Thin Common Cartridge should be used when materials are likely to 
include assignments, feedback, question banks, grades, quiz material, additional interactive 
resources, whiteboard files, e-Pubs and other material that may require data returning into the 
district’s LMS or Digital Teaching and Learning Platform (DTLP).  Most “publisher” material’s ideal 
type of integration will be CC or TCC. 

LTI (bi-directional) Is the ideal type of integration for materials  that essentially provide content 
that needs to be searched by topic, standard, Lexile levels, language preferences, material type 
(docx, pdf, video, web file) and for material where the learner will benefit if the teacher has 
access to usage data (Time on task? Pages visited?) 

Single Sign-on (SSO) – Temporary solution.  SSO should be considered only for materials that the 
district has not purchased, and thus we don’t yet have the leverage to negotiate a more effective 
integration. It still has the added advantage that the learner has a unique identifier. Teachers 
and students will be automatically logged into the content as soon as they log into their district-
provided device.  In SSO, past use is recorded for adaptive functions. Teachers, students and 
parents can follow the learner’s progress. Access to content via “SSO” will progressively 
disappear from Houston ISD’s allowable types of integration. 

Links – Temporary solution: Simply provide a link to access the content in the providers’ sites. In 
some cases, if they provide the option of individual identifier, students’ past activities/results will 
be recorded for adaptive functions. Teachers, students and parents can follow the learner’s 
progress, but the user data does not return to the district’s system for analysis. The link’s 
ID/password it is not associated to the districts ID/login, so students and teachers will have to 
login with a different set of credentials. “Simple links” will progressively disappear from Houston 
ISD’s allowable types of integration.
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 CC TCC LTI SSO 

ACCESS TO 
CONTENT 

Single Sign-on 
enabled 

Single Sign-on 
enabled 

Single Sign-on 
enabled 

Single Sign-on 
enabled 

CONTENT  
LOCATION 

Content physically 
resides inside the 
DTLP/LMS Library 

Content resides in 
the vendor 
server/cloud 

Content resides in 
the vendor 
server/cloud 

Content resides in 
the vendor 
server/cloud 

SEARCH 
Search capabilities Search capabilities Search capabilities Search has to be 

performed in the 
vendor site 

USER DATA AND 
GRADES 

Data resides in 
DTLP/LMS 

Bi-directional data 
provided 

Bi-directional data 
provided 

Data remains in 
vendor site 

TYPE OF 
RESOURCES 
INTEGRATED 

Includes quizzes 
and interactive 
files/features 

Includes quizzes 
and interactive 
files/features 

Provides only 
access to content 
and return of user 
data 

Provides access to 
content and 
activities. No data 
return. 

ASSESSMENT 
CREATION & 
QUESTION 

BANKS 

V1.3 - Includes the 
import of more 
than one 
questions bank 

V1.3 - Includes the 
option to import 
more than one 
questions bank 

Mastery 
measuring 
assessments 
based on content 
will have to be 
created in the 
DTLP/LMS 

Mastery 
measuring 
assessments 
based on content 
will have to be 
created in the 
DTLP/LMS 

LINK 
ASSESSMENT 

QUESTIONS TO 
SPECIFIC 

STANDARDS 

Assessment 
questions from 
publisher can be 
linked to specific 
Standards 

Assessment 
questions from 
publisher can be 
linked to specific 
Standards 

Once assessment 
is created by 
district in the 
DTLP/LMS, 
questions can be 
linked to specific 
Standards 

Once assessment 
is created by 
district in the 
DTLP/LMS, 
questions can be 
linked to specific 
Standards 

AUTOMATED 
ACCESS TO 

CONTENT VIA 
RECOMMENDATI

ONS ENGINE 

Recommendations 
engine pulls 
content stored 
and meta-tagged 
in Library 

A customized API 
would have to be 
developed to 
make content 
discoverable for 
the 
recommendations 
engine 

A customized API 
would have to be 
developed to 
make content 
discoverable for 
the 
recommendations 
engine 

Not automated. 
Teachers and 
students will have 
to perform a 
search in the 
vendor platform 
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